STNext® has your favorite STN Express® capabilities!

+ Structure draw
+ Transcript export/download
+ Reports from transcripts
+ Analysis on results in history
+ High quality data sources

PLUS, STNext has more!

+ Web-based solution
+ More secure technology
+ Easy access to CAS Lexicon
+ Better Alerts management
+ On-demand reports
+ Enhanced view of results
+ Auto-suggest for search terms
+ Intuitive Database and Cluster lookup
Do More With STNext

Take Control of Your Transcripts

- Rename or download your transcripts while in a session
- Pause and resume transcript capture
- Download any transcript in PDF, RTF, TXT or ZIP formats
- Start a new transcript any time – including retrospective capture
- Append or overwrite a previous transcript
- Create folders and move transcripts to stay organized
- Bulk download all transcripts in a folder
- Create reports for answers displayed during your session

1. Access your Transcripts from the My Files menu.
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2. Create Reports during your session

A. Select Transcripts from the My Files menu.
B. Click the ... icon and select Report for a transcript.
C. Choose L-numbers and specify answers to report.
D. Configure the report parameters using predefined templates or customize.

TIP - You can add a header, footer and cover page to your report.
Leverage the Power of Structure Searching

- Import structures in STR, CXF or MOL formats
- Convert CAS Registry Numbers® to structure drawings
- View attributes of structures to streamline your structure query development
- Use structure templates to draw a predefined structure
- Define R-groups, functional groups, VPA and more in your structures
- Create a reaction query and specify roles for complete structures or substructures

3. Use the Structure Editor to draw or modify substances, import structure files, or convert a CAS Registry Number into a drawing.

4. Structure drawings or substances saved to your Structures list can be uploaded to your query with a simple click.
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Get All the Results

- Setup single or multi-file Alerts (SDI)
- Analyze answers from session history
- Review database and cluster options
- Leverage the CAS Lexicon

5 Alerts management gives you control over your search results.

6 Leverage the extensive CAS Lexicon to build your query with synonyms, broader terms, narrower terms and related terms.

Login with your STN login ID at next.stn.org